
Product Mix Example

1) Essential Steps

To define an optimization model, you'll follow these essential steps:

1. Choose a spreadsheet cell, or a variable in your program, to hold the value of each decision
variable in your model.

2. Create a spreadsheet formulaina cell, or an assignment statement in a program function,
that calculates the objective function in your model.

3. Similarly, create formulas in cells, or assignment statements in a program function, to
calculate the left hand sides of your constraints.

4. Use the dialogs in Excel, or function calls in your program, to tell the Solver about your
decision variables, objective and constraint calculations, and desired bounds on constraints
and variables.

5. Click Solve in Excel, or call optimize0 in your program, to find the optimal solution.

Within this overall structure, you have a great deal of flexibility, either in a spreadsheet or in a

custom program, in how you choose cells or variables to hold your model's decision variables and
constraints, and which iormuias anci buiit-in functions you use. Since ciecision variabies anci

constraints usually come in groups, you'll want to use cell ranges in your spreadsheet, or arrays
in your program to represent them.

2) A Sample NIodel

Imagine that you are managing a factory that is building three products: TV sets, stereos and

speakers. Each product is assembled from parts in inventory, and there are five types of parls:
Chassis, picture tubes, speaker cones, power supplies and electronics units. Your goal is to produce
the mix of products which will maximize profits, given the inventory of products on hand.

From this description, we can see that the decision variables are the number of products to build,
and the otrjective function will be (gross) profit. Assume that you can sell TV sets for a gross

profit of$75 each, stereos for a profit of$50 each, and speaker cones for $35 each.

To assemble a TV set, you need I chassis, 1 picture tube,2 speaker cones, I power supply and 2

sets of electronics. To make a stereo, you need 1 chassis, 2 speaker cones, 1 power supply and I set

of electronics. And to build a speaker, all you need is 1 speaker cone and 1 set of electronics. The
parts you have on hand are 450 chassis, 250 picture tubes, 800 speaker cones, 450 power supplies
and 600 sets of electronics. This defines the constraints in this problem: You can build only a

limited number of products from the parts on hand.

3) Writing the Formulas

Before we implement this problem statement in either Excel or Visual Basic, let's write out
formulas corresponding to the verbal description above. If we temporarily use the symbol x1 for
the number of TV sets assembled, x2 for the number of stereos, and x3 for the number of speakers,

our total profit is:

Maximize 75 xl + 50 x2 + 35 x3 (Profit)

Building each product requires a certain number of parts of each type. For example, TV sets and

stereos each require one chassis, but speakers don't use one. The number of parts used depends on
the mix of products built (the left hand side of each constraint), and we have a limited number of



parts of each type on hand (the corresponding constraint right hand side):

Subject to: (These rules are entered into the solver one at a time.)

1xl+Ix2+0x3
1xl+0x2+0x3
2xl+2x2+1x3
1 xl + 1 x2 + 0 x3 (: 450 (Power supplies)
2 xI + I x2 + 1 x3 <: 600 (Electronics)

Notice that we've expressed each constraint in a uniform way: Where we aren't using any parts of a
particular type, we just use a quantity of 0 parts. This will make it easier to define the constraints in
cell ranges in Excel or in arrays in Visual Basic, and calculate their values using a function like
SUMPRODUCT in Excel or a simple FOR loop in VB.

Since the number of products built cannot be negative,'we'11 also have lower bounds on the
variables: xl,x2, x3 >:0.



Product Mix Example - in Excel

1) Creating an Excel Worksheet

Assuming that you have Microsoft Excel, and either the standard Excel Solver or a Premium Solver
product installed, the next step is to create a worksheet where the formulas for the objective
function and the constraints are calculated. In the worksheet below, we have reserved cells D9, E9
and F9 to hold our decision variables x1, x2 and x3: The number of TV sets, stereos and speakers to
build.

Notice that the sross nrofit 1-or each a-ssemhled nroduct (575 q50 and {?5t is 5161,7n !n cells Dl7b,.'....P'...'"r.\v,J.v.

877 and F17. This aliows us to compute the objective function in cell D18 as:

:SUMPRODUCT(D 1 7 :F 17,D9 :F 9'1

In the table area D11:F15, we've entered the number of parts of each type needed to assemble each

finished product. For example, the 2 atDl3 means that we need 2 speaker cones to build a TV set.

These numbers come directly from the formulas for the constraints shown earlier. With these values
in place, we can enter a single formula at cell C11:

:SUMPRODUCT(D I 1 :F1 1,$D$9:$F$9)

to compute the total number of chassis we will use for any given number of TV sets, stereos and
speakers. Then we can copy this formula to cells Cl2:Cl5 to compute the total number of parls
used of all the other types. (The dollar signs in $D$9:$F$9 specify that this cell range stays con-
stant, while the cell range Di 1:Fl 1 becomes D12FL2, D13:F13, etc. in the copied formulas.)

In cells B 1 I :B 15, we've entered the number of parts we have in inventory of each type. This allows
us to express the constraints shown earlier as:

C11:C15 <-Bl1:815

This is a shofihand for Ci 1 <: B1I, C12 <:812, and so on through C15 <: Bi5. We can enter this
form directly in the Solver dialogs. We will also enter the constraint:

xample 1: Product Mix Problem

olrr r:ornpany manuf aLtures Tfs, sterEos rnd speakers u5ing a cDffimon parts inventory of

supplies, speaker rones, etc. Palts are in limited supply and you must determine the
ost prnf itable rrrix of productsto build, Thi: version of the rnodel is built with

y the cell coorditrates and SU|,.,1PEODUCT in f ormulae.

,TVSet Stereo Speaker

Nunrberto build ?00 ?00 0
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D9:F9 >:0

...to require the decision variables to have non-negative values.

2) Using the Solver Dialogs

To let the Solver know which cells on the worksheet represent the decision variables, constraints
and objective function, we select Tools Solver... in Excel (or Range Analyze Solver... in 1-2-3),
which displays the Solver Parameters dialog. In the Set Target Cell edit box, we type or click on

cell D18, the objective function. Inthe By Changing Cells editbox, we type D9:F9 or selectthese
cells with the mouse.

l+c+ir,+c*rs .: +e'iiii+n+i; --* * ** *. i l-- edd I

l,trn+.r:+F$e >: D ;

I D*br* It-J

To add the constraints, we click on the Add button, select cells C11:C15 in the Cell Reference edit
box (the left hand side), and select cells B11:B15 in the Constraint edit box (the right hand side);
the default relation <: is OK.

We choose the Add button again (either from the dialog above, or from the main Solver Parameters

dialog) to define the non-negativity constraint on the decision variables.

3) Finding and Using the Solution

To find the optimal solution, we simply click on the Solve button. After a moment, the Solver re-

turns the optimal solution: 200 in cells D9 andB9, and 0 in cell F9. This means that we should build
200 TV sets, 200 stereos and no speakers, to earn a total profit of $25,000 (shown at cellD18).



The message "Solver found a solution" appears in the Solver Results dialog. We now click on "An-
swer" in the Reports list box to produce an Answer Repod, and click OK to keep the optimal solu-
tion values in cells D9:F9.

After a moment, the Solver creates another worksheet containing an Answer Report, like the one
below, and inserts it to the left of the problem worksheet in the Excel workbook.

Microsoft Excel 12.0Answer Report
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This report shows the original and final values of the objective function (target cell) and the deci-
sion variables (adjustable cells), as well as the status of each constraint at the optimal solution. No-
tice that the constraints on speaker cones and electronics are binding and have a slack value of 0:
We used up all of the parts of these two types in building 200 TV sets and 200 stereos, but there
were 50 units of each of the other parts left over. if we could obtain additional speaker cones and
electronics, we could further increase total profits, but extra units of the other parls would not help
in the short run.

If you've gotten to this point, congratulations! You've successfully set up and solved a simple op-
timization problem using Microsoft Excel. This was an example of a linear programming prot-
lem.


